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Please note:  
 

 This is a training renewal option.  If you have not already attended the Family of Faith Safe 
Environment Training session held at the parish center or another parish you must attend the 

session.  You can then use this option to renew for next year.  Please refer to our bulletin or our 
web site www.stgabriel.org for session dates and times. 
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Instructions 
1. Read this document. 
2. View the video “Joe’s Story” 
3. Fill out the online self-assessment and signature form. 

By doing so, you will have fulfilled your annual training requirement that is mandated by our 
parish’s Safe Environment Program. 

 
 
 
St. Gabriel’s is a Stewardship parish. This program is made possible by the generous 
stewardship contributions of many parishioners. Our parish relies on these contributions, given in 
thankful response to God’s generosity, to fund parish ministries and activities like this.   
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Note to Volunteers and Employees  
As you know, you previously completed the initial core training requirements of our Safe 
Environment Program when you attended an awareness session as part of being screened and 
cleared for service. This packet provides you with additional information related to child safety 
and protection issues, as well as expands upon and/or updates information that you learned about 
or received when you attended the Safe Environment Awareness session.  

Our Mandate 
 
As you learned when you attended the awareness session, our Diocese and parish have each 
accepted that as Christian adults, we all have a moral and legal responsibility and are entrusted 
by God with the spiritual, emotional, and physical well-being of children.  As they participate in 
activities within or sponsored by our Diocese and parish, it is our responsibility and commitment 
to provide an environment that is safe and nurturing. 

Our Parish’s Commitment 
 

We are committed to assuring that all clergy, employees, and volunteers who serve in our church 
or school receive appropriate ongoing training to help them meet their responsibilities for 
providing an environment that is safe for children. We hope you will find this information 
helpful for increasing your knowledge and awareness of these issues. If there is anything in these 
materials about which you have questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact the 
Safety Officer at 972-542-7170.   
 
Mandate to report under the policy of the Diocese o f Dallas: 
 
The Diocese, through its schools, institutions, agencies, and organizations, has numerous daily 
contacts with many children. It is, therefore, most important that all persons responsible for the 
care of children, particularly all staff members of parishes, schools, and agencies in the Diocese 
of Dallas, protect the rights of children and be alert to the possibility for child abuse. It is the 
policy of the Diocese of Dallas not only to fulfill the reporting law but to cooperate fully with the 
investigating civil authorities. Individuals must report incident or suspicions of sexual 
misconduct or sexual harassment. Situations involving minor children must be reported to Texas 
Child Protection Services at 1-800-252-5400 or in emergency to the appropriate police authority, 
usually by calling 911. Individuals with knowledge about violations of Diocesan policy should 
call the Chancellor or the Risk Manager of the Diocese at 214-528-2240, or they may write to 
them at the Diocese of Dallas, P.O. Box 190507, Dallas, TX 75219. 
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Bullies and mean girls have been around forever, but technology has given them a whole new 
platform for their actions. As adults, we're becoming more aware that the "sticks and stones" 
adage no longer holds true; both real world and online name-calling can have serious emotional 
consequences for our kids and teens. 

It's not always easy to know how and when to step in as a parent. For starters, our kids tend to 
use technology differently than we do. Kids and teens today start playing games online and 
sending texts on their cell phones at an early age, and most teens have smart phones that keep 
them constantly connected to the Internet. Many are logged on to Facebook and chatting or 
sending text messages all day. Even sending email or leaving a voice mail seems "so old-school" 
to them. Their knowledge of the digital world can be intimidating, but if parents stay involved in 
their kids online world, just as you do in their real world, you can help protect your kids from 
online dangers. 

Fortunately, our growing awareness of cyberbullying has helped us learn a lot more about how to 
prevent it. Here are some suggestions on what to do if online bullying has become part of your 
child's life. 

 
What Is Cyberbullying? 
Cyberbullying is the use of technology to harass, threaten, embarrass, or target another person. 
By definition, it occurs among young people. When an adult is involved, it may meet the 
definition of cyber-harassment or cyber-stalking, a crime that can have legal consequences and 
involve jail time. 

Sometimes cyberbullying can be easy to spot — for example, if your child shows you a text 
message, tweet, or response to a status update on Facebook that is harsh, mean, or cruel. Other 
acts are less obvious, like impersonating a victim online or posting personal information, photos, 
or videos designed to hurt or embarrass another person. Some kids report that a fake account, 
web page, or online persona has been created with the sole intention to harass and bully. 

Cyberbullying also can happen accidentally. The impersonal nature of text messages, IMs, and 
emails make it very hard to detect the sender's tone — one person's joke could be another's 
hurtful insult. Nevertheless, a repeated pattern of emails, text messages, and online posts is rarely 
accidental. 

A 2006 poll from the national organization Fight Crime: Invest in Kids found that 1 in 3 teens 
and 1 in 6 preteens have been the victims of cyberbullying. As more and more youths have 
access to computers and cell phones, the incidence of cyberbullying is likely to rise. 

Effects of Cyberbullying 

No longer limited to schoolyards or street corners, modern-day bullying can happen at home as 
well as at school — essentially 24 hours a day. As long as kids have access to a phone, computer, 
or other device (such as an iTouch), they are at risk. 

Severe or chronic cyberbullying can leave victims at greater risk for anxiety, depression, and 
other stress-related disorders. In some rare but highly publicized cases, some kids have turned to 
suicide. 
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The punishment for cyberbullies can include being suspended from school or kicked off of sports 
teams. Certain types of cyberbullying also may violate school codes or even anti-discrimination 
or sexual harassment laws. 

Signs of Cyberbullying 
Many kids and teens who are cyberbullied are reluctant to tell a teacher or parent, often because 
they feel ashamed of the social stigma, or because they fear their computer privileges will be 
taken away at home. 
The signs that a child is being cyberbullied vary, but a few things to look for are: 

o signs of emotional distress during or after using the Internet or the phone 
o being very protective or secretive of their digital life 
o withdrawal from friends and activities 
o avoidance of school or group gatherings 
o slipping grades and "acting out" in anger at home 
o changes in mood, behavior, sleep, or appetite 

 
How Parents Can Help 
 
If you discover that your child is being cyberbullied, talk to him or her about any experiences 
you have had in your childhood. This can help your child feel less alone. Let your child know 
that it's not his or her fault, and that bullying says more about the bully than the victim. Talking 
to teachers or school administrators also may help, but take cues from your child. 

Many schools, school districts, and after-school clubs have established protocols for responding 
to cyberbullying; these vary by district and state. But before reporting the problem, let your child 
know that you plan to do so, as he or she could have concerns about "tattling" and might prefer 
that the problem be handled privately. 

Other measures to try: 

• Block the bully. Most devices have settings that allow you to electronically block emails, 
IMs, or text messages from specific people. 

• Limit access to technology. Although it's hurtful, many kids who are bullied can't resist 
the temptation to check websites or phones to see if there are new messages. Keep the 
computer in a public place in the house (no laptops in children's bedrooms, for example) 
and limit the use of cell phones and games. Some companies allow you to turn off text 
messaging services during certain hours. And, most websites and phones provide the 
option for parental controls, which provide parents with access to their children’s 
messages and online life. 

• Know your kids' online world. Check their postings and the sites kids visit, and be aware 
of how they spend their time online. Talk to them about the importance of privacy and 
why it's a bad idea to share personal information online, even with friends. Encourage 
them to safeguard passwords. Write up cell phone and social media contracts that you are 
willing to enforce. 

• Look to the web for resource and support information about cyberbullying. 
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If your son or daughter agrees, you may also arrange for mediation with a therapist or counselor 
at school who can work with your child and/or the bully. 
 
When Your Child Is the Bully 
 
Finding out that your kid is the one who is behaving inappropriately can be upsetting and 
heartbreaking. It's important to address the problem head on and not wait for it to go away. 

Talk to your child firmly about his or her actions and explain the negative impact it has on 
others. Joking and teasing might seem OK, but it can hurt people's feelings and lead to getting in 
trouble. Bullying — in any form — is unacceptable; there can be serious (and sometimes 
irrevocable) consequences at home, school, and in the community if it continues. 

Remind your child that the use of cell phones and computers is a privilege. Sometimes it helps to 
restrict the use of these devices until behavior improves. If you feel your child should have a cell 
phone for safety reasons, make sure it is a phone that can only be used for emergency purposes. 
Insist on strict parental controls on all devices if there is any history of your child making 
impulsive decisions when they are online. 

To get to the heart of the matter, sometimes talking to teachers, guidance counselors, and other 
school officials can help identify situations that lead a kid to bully others. If your child has 
trouble managing anger, talk to a therapist about helping your son or daughter learn to cope with 
anger, hurt, frustration, and other strong emotions in a healthy way. 

Professional counseling often helps kids learn to deal with their feelings and improve their 
confidence and social skills, which in turn can reduce the risk of bullying. If you're tech-savvy 
yourself, model good online habits to help your kids understand the benefits and the dangers of 
life in the digital world. 
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How can I help my child deal with bullies 

My son hates going to school because there's a boy who teases and picks on him every day. What can 

I do to help him? 

- Jesse 

Having to deal with a bully is hard for kids — especially at school. 

Listen to your son's worries and convey that they're perfectly understandable and that it's OK for 

him to feel that way. Offer assurances without making him feel like you're trying to talk him out 

of feeling that way or dismissing his feelings. 

As he tells you how he feels, be sure to repeat back his thoughts and feelings using phrases like, 

"I know you're feeling worried." When he feels understood by you, he'll be more receptive to 

your help and any advice on coping that you offer. 

Let him know that everyone worries, even adults, at one time or another. But also make sure he 

knows that there are ways he can feel better and less fearful. Go over some strategies that he can 

use if someone teases him. Ignoring the bully and simply walking away or using humor to 

combat aggressiveness might get the bully to stop. Bullies often give up when they don't get a 

response from their target. 

Try to get your son to talk about what has been going on at school — just listening can be 

helpful. 

Although kids can resolve many incidents of bullying on their own, do keep an eye on the 

situation. If it persists, get involved by talking to your child's teacher or school counselor. 
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Helping Kids Deal with Bullies 

Each day, 10-year-old Seth asked his mom for more and more lunch money. Yet he seemed 

skinnier than ever and came home from school hungry. It turned out that Seth was handing his 

lunch money to a fifth-grader, who was threatening to beat him up if he didn't pay. 

Kayla, 13, thought things were going well at her new school, since all the popular girls were 

being so nice to her. But then she found out that one of them had posted mean rumors about her 

on a website. Kayla cried herself to sleep that night and started going to the nurse's office 

complaining of a stomachache to avoid the girls in study hall. 

Unfortunately, the kind of bullying that Seth and Kayla experienced is widespread. In national 

surveys, most kids and teens say that bullying happens at school. 

A bully can turn something like going to the bus stop or recess into a nightmare for kids. 

Bullying can leave deep emotional scars that last for life. And in extreme situations, it can 

culminate in violent threats, property damage, or someone getting seriously hurt. 

If your child is being bullied, there are ways to help him or her cope with it on a day-to-day basis 

and lessen its lasting impact. And even if bullying isn't an issue right in your house right now, it's 

important to discuss it so your kids will be prepared if it does happen. 

What Is Bullying? 

Most kids have been teased by a sibling or a friend at some point. And it's not usually harmful 

when done in a playful, friendly, and mutual way, and both kids find it funny. But when teasing 

becomes hurtful, unkind, and constant, it crosses the line into bullying and needs to stop. 

Bullying is intentional tormenting in physical, verbal, or psychological ways. It can range from 

hitting, shoving, name-calling, threats, and mocking to extorting money and treasured 

possessions. Some kids bully by shunning others and spreading rumors about them. Others use 

email, chat rooms, instant messages, social networking websites, and text messages to taunt 

others or hurt their feelings. 

It's important to take bullying seriously and not just brush it off as something that kids have to 

"tough out." The effects can be serious and affect kids' sense of self-worth and future 

relationships. In severe cases, bullying has contributed to tragedies, such as school shootings. 
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How can parents help children handle teasing 
 

Most kids experience teasing at some point and it can be very difficult for them to handle. Kids 

with a cleft lip or other physical differences can be easy targets because the differences are so 

visible.  

But you can help your children by encouraging him to express how they feel, showing them that 

you understand, and talking through some strategies for dealing with it. For example, teach them 

to be assertive (but not aggressive) and to use a proud voice to tell the child who is making fun of 

him to stop. 

Other strategies might include ignoring or walking away, finding a "safe" person or a friend to be 

near, or telling a teacher or another adult. Some kids like to think of short phrases or jokes to say 

in response to teasing, but remind them not to tease back, fight, or say something hurtful in 

return, which can only make the situation worse. 

You also can help them become more resilient by offering your support, and encouraging 

activities and friendships that develop their strengths. Get them involved with organized 

activities — like music or sports — that they enjoy and where they can thrive. 

Many schools now have programs to deal with bullying and promote positive relationships 

between kids, so you may want to talk with school personnel, such as a teacher, guidance 

counselor, or principal, about it. For instance, if teasing tends to occur in specific settings (like at 

the bus stop or during recess), work with school personnel to develop solutions. 

If you're concerned about ongoing issues or if you notice sudden changes that concern you (like 

your children don't want to go to school, seem sad, or seem to have a hard time separating from 

you or family members), talk with a counselor or mental health professional for additional 

support. 
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Helping kids deal with cliques. 

Your 10-year-old daughter comes home crying because the girls she's been friends with are 

suddenly leaving her out and spreading rumors about her. She's confused because it seemed to 

happen out of the blue. She doesn't know what she did wrong and is nervous about returning to 

school, unsure if she has any friends. You're unsure how to help her — you've heard a lot about 

kids being snubbed or teased at school, but you didn't think it could happen to your outgoing, fun 

kid. 

Given how common cliques are throughout middle and high school, at some point your child is 

likely to face the prospect of being in one or being excluded from them. There's little you can do 

to shield kids from cliques, but plenty you can do to help them maintain confidence and self-

respect while negotiating cliques and understanding what true friendship is all about. 

What's a Clique? 

Friendship is an important part of kids' development. Having friends helps them be independent 

beyond the family and prepares them for the mutual, trusting relationships we hope they'll 

establish as adults. 

Groups of friends are different from cliques in some important ways. Friendships grow out of 

shared interests, sports, activities, classes, neighborhoods, or even family connections. In groups 

of friends, members are free to socialize and hang out with others outside the group without 

worrying about being cast out. They may not do everything together — and that's OK. 

Cliques sometimes form around common interests, but the social dynamics are very different. 

Cliques are usually tightly controlled by leaders who decide who is "in" and who is "out." The 

kids in the clique do most things together. Someone who has a friend outside the clique may face 

rejection or ridicule. 

Members of the clique usually follow the leader's rules, whether it's wearing particular clothes or 

doing certain activities. Cliques usually involve lots of rules — implied or clearly stated — and 

intense pressure to follow them. Kids in cliques often worry about whether they'll continue to be 

popular or whether they'll be dropped for doing or saying the wrong thing or for not dressing in a 

certain way. This can create a lot of pressure, particularly for girls, who might be driven to 

extreme dieting and eating disorders or even to ask for plastic surgery. Others may be pressured 

to take risks like steal, pull pranks, or bully other kids in order to stay in the clique. Kids also can 

be pressured into buying expensive clothing or getting involved in online gossip and teasing. 
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Cliques are often at their most intense in middle school and junior high, but problems with 

cliques can start as early as 4th and 5th grades. 

When Cliques Cause Problems 

For most kids, the pre-teen and teen years are a time to figure out how they want to fit in and 

how they want to stand out. It's natural for kids to occasionally feel insecure; long to be 

accepted; and hang out with the kids who seem more attractive, cool, or popular. 

But cliques can cause long-lasting trouble when: 

• kids behave in a way they feel conflicted about or know is wrong in order to please a leader 

and stay in the group 

• a group becomes an antisocial clique or a gang that has unhealthy rules, such as weight loss 

or bullying others based on looks, disabilities, race, or ethnicity 

• a child is rejected by a group and feels ostracized and alone 

How Parents Can Help 

As kids navigate friendships and cliques, there's plenty parents can do to offer support. If your 

child seems upset, or suddenly spends time alone when usually very social, ask about it. 

Here are some tips: 

• Talk about your own experiences. Share your own experiences of school — cliques have 

been around for a long time! 
• Help put rejection in perspective. Remind your child of times he or she has been angry 

with parents, friends, or siblings — and how quickly things can change. 
• Shed some light on social dynamics. Acknowledge that people are often judged by the way 

a person looks, acts, or dresses, but that often people act mean and put others down because 
they lack self-confidence and try to cover it up by maintaining control. 

• Find stories they can relate to. Many books, TV shows, and movies portray outsiders 
triumphing in the face of rejection and send strong messages about the importance of being 
true to your own nature and the value of being a good friend, even in the face of difficult 
social situations. For school-age kids, books like "Blubber" by Judy Blume illustrate how 
quickly cliques can change. Older kids and teens might relate to movies such as "Mean 
Girls," "Angus," "The Breakfast Club," and "Clueless." 
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• Foster out-of-school friendships. Get kids involved in extracurricular activities (if they 
aren't already) — art class, sports, martial arts, horse riding, language study — any activity 
that gives them an opportunity to create another social group and learn new skills. 

If your child is part of a clique and one of the kids is teasing or rejecting others, it's important to 

address that right away. With popular TV shows from talent contests to reality series glorifying 

rude behavior, it's an uphill battle for families to promote kindness, respect, and compassion. 

Discuss the role of power and control in friendships and try to get to the heart of why your child 

feels compelled to be in that position. Discuss who is in and who is out, and what happens when 

kids are out (are they ignored, shunned, bullied?). Challenge kids to think and talk about whether 

they're proud of the way they act in school. 

Ask teachers, guidance counselors, or other school officials for their perspective on what is going 

on in and out of class. They might be able to tell you about any programs the school has to 

address cliques and help kids with differences get along. 

Encouraging Healthy Friendships 

Here are some ways to encourage kids to have healthy friendships and not get too caught up in 

cliques: 

• Find the right fit  — don't just fit in.  Encourage kids to think about what they value and are 
interested in, and how those things fit in with the group. Ask questions like: What is the main 
reason you want to be part of the group? What compromises will you have to make? Is it 
worth it? What would you do if the group leader insisted you act mean to other kids or do 
something you don't want to do? When does it change from fun and joking around, to teasing 
and bullying? 

• Stick to your likes. If your child has always loved to play the piano but suddenly wants to 
drop it because it's deemed "uncool," discuss ways to help resolve this. 

• Keep social circles open and diverse. Encourage kids to be friends with people they like 
and enjoy from different settings, backgrounds, ages, and interests. Model this yourself as 
much as you can with different ages and types of friends and acquaintances. 

• Speak out and stand up. If they're feeling worried or pressured by what's happening in the 
cliques, encourage your kids to stand up for themselves or others who are being cast out or 
bullied. Encourage them not to participate in anything that feels wrong, whether it's a 
practical joke or talking about people behind their backs. 

• Take responsibility for your own actions. Encourage sensitivity to others and not just 
going along with a group. Remind kids that a true friend respects their opinions, interests, 
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and choices, no matter how different they are. Acknowledge that it can be difficult to stand 
out, but that ultimately kids are responsible for what they say and do. 

Remember to provide the big-picture perspective too. As hard as cliques might be to deal with 

now, things can change quickly. What's more important is making true friends — people they 

can confide in, laugh with, and trust. And the real secret to being "popular" — in the truest sense 

of the word — is for them to be the kind of friend they'd like to have: respectful, fair, supportive, 

caring, trustworthy, and kind. 

 

Additional information can be obtained at the following web sites. 
 
http://kidshealth.org/parent/emotions/feelings/bully-proof.html?tracking=P_RelatedArticle 
 
http://www.stopbullying.gov/cyberbullying/index.html 
 
http://www.safetyweb.com/stop-cyber-bullying 
 
You can also search for the word cyberbullying on the web and there will be many sites with 
more information. 
 


